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Snowpack Part I, Mechanics, and Weather
Summary of Key Points
Loose snow avalanches (point releases or sluffs)
• Grain-by-grain release in surface layers, poorly defined boundaries, fans out from point of
initiation.
• Habitat: non-cohesive snow (does not stick together).
• Relatively predictable: new snow, thaw, or disturbance on steeps.
Slab avalanches
• Layer or group of layers fractures and releases relatively large area at once, distinct boundaries at edges and bed.
• Our primary focus because slabs are larger, cause more accidents, and are harder to predict.
Slab boundaries and modes of fracture
• Crown face - tension.
• Flanks - tension and shear.
• Stauchwall - compression, followed by shear.
• Bed - shear, sometimes preceded by compression.
Snow as a material
• Viscoelastic = both viscous and elastic behavior.
• Key is loading rate, low > viscous, high > elastic.
• Snow in response to gravity: settlement + creep + glide => stored elastic energy.
• Differential stress => tender spots, likely trigger areas.
Snowpack - A Road Map for Stability Evaluation
Stability evaluation has three components:
1. Observations.
2. Traveling tests.
3. Snowpits.
Classical mechanics recipe for a slab avalanche (layers + gravity)
1. slab
2. weak layer (or poor bonding)
3. bed (or thick weak layer, distinct bed optional, but useful)
4. stress-strength balance
5. stored elastic energy
A better road map - Fracture Mechanics and the Stability Wheel (+, 0, or -)
1. Stress - loading amount and rate, based on observations.
2. Strength - weakest layer, how weak, depth, and distribution, based on block tests and observations.
3. Elastic energy - shear quality (Q scores), slab tests, shooting cracks.
4. Structure - Slab, weak layer, and bed, evaluated using lemons and yellow flags.
Weather - Is the weather contributing to instability? Key concepts include
• Snow - loading rate, strong over weak => slabs, weak over strong => point releases.
• Rain - loading rate, rapid weakening, forms crusts.
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• Snowfall - even light wind loads rapidly.
• Wind - loads rapidly even without snowfall.
• Rime - rough surface (except slush rime) cements snow, sticks it in place, increases new
snow density.
• Cold Temperatures: processes slow, instability persists, weak faceted grains and surface
hoar form and persist.
• Mild subfreezing weather allows settlement.
• Thawing or rain causes wet point releases and slabs.

Snowpack - Mechanics
Explosives
• Blasting can yield dramatic snow stability
feedback, but is not available to or used by
backcountry travelers, due to risk, environmental, security, and aesthetic concerns.
• In ski areas, compaction largely eliminates
deep instability, and blasting works well for
unstable new snow. Above transportation
corridors or industrial facilities there is no
skier compaction, but regular blasting tends
to reduce deep instability and snow accumulation enough so blasting is an effective
way to release unstable new snow.
• Where explosives are used, the intent is to
produce more-frequent but smaller slides,
and to control the timing of those slides. The area is cleared of people, unstable slopes are
triggered, debris is removed as necessary, and the area is reopened to the public.
• Explosives are most useful for ski areas, transportation corridors, and industrial projects,
places where it is possible to be certain that no one is in the avalanche area when blasting is
conducted. Any structures in the paths must either be expendable or designed to withstand
impact.
• Conventional explosives are not used above valuable non-engineered structures like houses,
or above people. Because their use is weather-dependent, avalanche size cannot be limited
well enough. The slides produced may be too large and destructive, and the explosives
themselves may present a danger to people or property if they slide or are carried downhill.
• Use of remote exploders is now been
proven reliable above structures and set
tlements in cases where installation and
protocols ensure that the slides released will
stop well above the structures. Careful
choices and dynamics calculations, and adherence to strict firing protocols, is necessary.
• The old term “avalanche control” is now
thought to be a bit presumptuous. Most avalanche specialists now use “avalanche reduction”, “avalanche explosive delivery” or
“avalanche blasting” as a more accurate
terms for what we are really doing.
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Loose snow avalanches (point releases or sluffs)
• Release is grain-by-grain in the surface layers. Boundaries are poorly defined. The slide fans out from its point
of initiation.
• Are they "harmless sluffs", as they are
often described in the literature? Often not! It depends on where they are,
and their size and type. In terrain
traps, above cliffs, or on steeps, they
can be every bit as dangerous as
slabs. Sluffs are more dangerous if
they are large, wet, deep, or fast.
• Their habitat is non-cohesive snow
like dry snow during or after a storm,
or when it thaws.
• Point releases are relatively predictable because they are directly connected with weather events such as new snow or a thaw, or triggered by disturbing snow on
a steep (40-45°+) slope.
Slab avalanches
• A layer or group of layers fractures over a relatively large area at once. Slabs have distinct
boundaries at the edges and at the bed surface.
• Slabs are our primary focus because they are generally larger, they cause most of the accidents, and they are comparatively harder to predict.
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The key question is thus “Why do slabs release?”
Key concepts about snow mechanics
• The only constant is change.
• Snow is close to its melting point. (Compared to most materials. Even at –40º, the molecules
in its crystal lattice are very mobile.)
• Snow is highly variable, both in space and time.
Snow as a material
• Viscoelastic = displays both viscous
and elastic behavior.
• The key is the loading rate
• Low => viscous.
• High => elastic.
• Stored elastic energy drives brittle
fracture when the snowpack is
loaded too rapidly.
• Silly Putty demonstrations of viscous
and elastic behavior
• Rolled into a ball, it bounces,
stored elastic energy causes
rebound.
• Stretched slowly, it deforms in
a viscous manner.
• When stretched (stressed)
rapidly, the Silly Putty transitions to brittle mode, fracture is driven by stored elastic
energy.
• Rubber band demonstration of stored elastic energy
• Stretched, it is full of stored elastic energy.
• Rubber band may have tender spots where bonds are weak, stress concentrates
there.
• If one bond breaks, the adjacent bonds are rapidly loaded and brittle fracture propagates, stored elastic energy is released, and the
rubber band shoots across
the room.
• Some days, the snowpack
is like a tightly stretched
rubber band full of weak
spots. On other days it is
only moderately stretched.
On other days it is very
relaxed. This is the hardest
stability evaluation factor
to determine in the field.
Key concept, the snowpack is layered.
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Slab boundaries and modes of fracture
• Crown face (top, "fracture") - tension.
• Flanks (sides) - tension and shear (zigzag
common).
• Stauchwall ("compression wall", bottom, often
obscured or destroyed as slide moves over it)
- compression, then shear.
• Bed (underside) - shear, sometimes preceded
by compression.
The largest slab boundary by far is the bed surface. That implies that shear strength at the bed
surface is often the key variable.
• Slab properties
• Cohesion, sticks together enough to initiate and propagate a crack.
• Stores elastic energy to propagate fracture.
• Unstable bed properties
• Weak bond.
• Low shear strength.
• Stress approaching strength.
• Slab/bed properties
• Cohesion > bonding => slab.
• Bonding > cohesion => point releases.
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Snowpack response to gravity
• Snow on the flats, gravity causes settlement, viscous deformation.
• Snow on a slope
• Creep = viscous deformation
downslope.
• Glide = the entire snowpack sliding
downslope on the ground surface.
• Settlement + creep + glide => stored
elastic energy.
• Snowpack response varies from layer to
layer and area to area. Variable snow and
terrain creates differential stress.
• “Tender spots” are areas of differential
stress concentration or weakness. They are
the likely trigger areas.
Doug Fesler’s Key Questions
1. Is there a slab?
2. If so, how well bonded is it?
3. What is the strength - stress balance?
Layer recipe for a slab avalanche
1. Slab -> cohesive enough to propagate a fracture, layer or group of layers, can be powder or
windslab, relative strength is key.
2. Weak layer -> or poor bonding.
3. Bed surface -> or thick weak layer.
4. Stored elastic energy.

A Road Map for Stability Evaluation
Learning to evaluate snow stability is a lifetime process. This is a quick introduction. We will
go into it in detail in the Snowpack III Stability Evaluation and Weather section of this course.
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Stability evaluation has three roadmap components:
Stability 1 Observations - Obvious Signs of Instability
1. avalanche activity - Recent activity is the clearest indicator
of instability!
2. whoomphing or collapsing
3. hollow sounds
4. shooting cracks
5. recent heavy snow
6. wind loading
7. rain or thaw
Stability 1 at Basic Level, Observations and Terrain -ALP
TRUTH
A - avalanches, in the area in the last 48 hours.
L - loading, by snow, wind, or rain in the last 48 hours.
P - path, identifiable by a novice.
T - terrain trap, gullies, trees, cliffs, or other features that
increase the consequences.
R - rating, considerable or higher hazard on the current
avalanche advisory.
U - unstable snow, collapsing, cracking, hollow snow, or
other signs of instability.
Th - thaw, recent warming due to sun, rain, or
warm air.
Stability 2 - Slope and Traveling Tests
• Slope.
• Drift, cornice.
• Switchback..
• Parallel Tracks..
• Probing..
• Slab Test.
• Ski pole block, hand shear.
• No excuse block.
Stability 3 - Snowpits - The Quick Pit Chant
1. Pick a representative site, angle, loading, aspect, elevation, RISK.
2. Set up for shear test.
3. Dig it.
4. Smooth it.
5. Brush it.
6. Poke it.
7. Predict it.
8. Shear it.
9. Move on.
Stability 3 - Snowpits - Lemons (4 or 5 lemons
correspond to weak structure)
• Weak layer depth ≤ 1m.
• Weak layer thickness ≤ 10 cm.
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• Weak layer grains - persistent.
• Hardness difference ≥ 1 step.
• Grain size difference ≥ 1 mm.
Stability 3 - Snowpits - Yellow Flags (4 or 5 flags correspond to weak structure)
• Weak layer grain size > 1 mm/
• Weak layer hardness < 1F.
• Weak layer grains persistent.
• Interface grain size difference > 0.5 mm.
• Interface hardness difference > 1 step.
• Interface 20-85 cm deep.
The Old Roadmap - Classical Mechanics Recipe for a Slab Avalanche (layers + gravity)
1. slab
2. weak layer (or poor bonding)
3. bed (or thick weak layer, distinct bed optional, but useful)
4. stress-strength balance
5. stored elastic energy
According to the simple model of classical mechanics, the stress-strength balance tips into fracture
and release when the stress equals or exceeds the strength. The greatest chance of human-triggered
slides comes as the stress approaches the strength, when it is easiest to tip the balance.

The New Road Map - Fracture Mechanics and the Stability Wheel
Classical Mechanics only deals with the factors that govern crack initiation. Fracture mechanics is a
more complex and more accurate framework that includes the factors that govern crack propagation.
We do not really go into it until our Level 2 course, but for our purposes now it gives us these four key
components of the Stability Wheel:
1. Strength indicators: weakest layer, how much force to fracture, depth, and distribution,
using block tests and observations.
2. Stress indicators: observed loading amount and rate.
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3. Energy indicators: shear quality (Q scores), shooting cracks.
4. Structure indicators: slab tests and slab, weak layer, and bed surface combination as
evaluated using lemons and yellow flags.
The tests and observations we use give us a way to rate each of these fracture mechanics components, as listed in the stability wheel diagram. Since the tests we use for evaluating the snowpack include the stress of the snow load as well as its strength, we combine the stress and strength factors
into one “strength versus stress” lobe. As a road map for interpreting our observations and tests, we
rate each of the Stability Wheel factors as + (strong), 0 (neutral), or - (weak).

Weather
Most people today have such a good understanding of weather from television and Internet weather
resources that we feel it is a waste of time to review basic meteorology in Level 1 courses. Instead,
we refer you to the avalanche and weather links section of the Alaska Avalanche Specialists website
on http://www.akavalanches.com/ for all the weather resources you need for forecasting in our region.
We run through those sites in classroom exercises.
Rather than review basic weather forecasting here, we focus on how weather relates to snow stability
evaluation.
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Is the weather contributing to instability?

Increase stress
• Explosives.
• Triggers, humans.
• WEATHER.
Snow
Loading amount and rate.
RATE is key.
Strong snow over weak snow sets up a slab on a weak layer.
Weak snow over strong snow usually produces only point releases if the strong layer bonds
well to the underlying snow.
• Heavy snowfall is Sign of Instability #5.
•
•
•
•

Rain
• Loading.
• Weakening.
• Forms crust => poor bonding of
later snow to crust is likely.
• Snowfall => even light wind loads
rapidly.
• Strong wind => loads rapidly even
without snowfall.
• Rain and thaw are Sign of Instability #6.
Rime
• Rough surface (except slush rime)
cements snow, sticks it in place.
• Increases new snow density, possibly more slablike.
Temperature
• Cold
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• Processes slow.
• Instability persists.
• Faceted grains form, persistent weak layer.
• Surface hoar forms, another persistent weak layer.
• Mild weather
• Mild but subfreezing weather tends to allow snow to stabilize.
• Thawing or rain
• Rapidly triggers wet point releases and slabs.
• Rain and thaw are Sign of Instability #6.
Wind
• WIndloading is Sign of Instability #7.
• On a storm day, when snow is already in the air, even light winds will rapidly load lee
slopes.
• On a clear windy day, lee slopes can rapidly load without an obvious storm.
Storms
• Warming trend storms tend to place damper, denser slab over weaker, drier snow, an unstable trend.
• Cooling trend storms tend to place a drier surface layer over well-bonded damp early snow, a
relatively stable trend.

Online Weather Sources
These links change frequently, but we try to keep the links on our course handout page current.
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Basic Forecasting Principles for the Juneau Area
This is by no means a comprehensive list of all avalanche conditions, but the classic, easily recognized
weather patterns leading to large slides in the Juneau area are
1. Heavy snow, particularly if accompanied
by wind.
2. Heavy rain, particularly if
• preceded by heavy snow and wind.
• it is the first heavy rain on a dry
snowpack.
3. Taku type (clear weather NE) winds, especially first 2 to 4 hours of loading, particularly when there is loose snow available for wind transport.
4. New snow poorly bonded to refrozen thaw
crust.
5. New snow loading a weak surface layer of
faceted cool-weather "sugar snow".
6. Springtime sun, the first really warm days.
Most avalanche cycles occur during or within 8 to 12
hours of these weather events. Persistent instability
is not usual here, but when it does occur, people are
often caught because they do not expect it.

Local Patterns
Sheep Creek, Gold Creek, Thane Road, the northern mainland, and Douglas Island have distinctly different snow climates. We have developed correla-
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tions which have proven reliable for the weather patterns we have observed, but these should be used
with caution. There are only two years of study for
the A-J Mine project on Sheep Creek. With that in
mind
• Sheep Creek tends to be drier, colder, and much
more windy (usually E wind) than other Juneau
areas. Gusts exceed 100 mph in the Narrows on
at least a few days in most winters. The Taku type
clear weather winds from the Interior come up earlier and last longer. Both snow depth and water
content tend to be lower. Taku winds produce avalanches early, activity diminishes once the snow
gets wind-hammered. Much of the windborne
snow sublimates and is not redeposited. The upper third of most paths rimes heavily enough during storms that large slides often start lower. Compared with other Juneau area paths, the Sheep
Creek paths tend to run early and small, but the
huge 1917 cycle which caused extensive damage
to the mines then operating shows that the terrain
can produce extremely large avalanches under the
right conditions. The NE face of Hawthorne Peak
wind-loads and produces huge slab avalanches
several times in most winters.
• Gold Creek is wetter and less windy than Sheep
Creek, but windier (especially on NE winds) than other Juneau areas. The back ridges of Gold
Creek are windier than Mt. Juneau and Gastineau Peak. Taku winds come up later and die sooner
than in Sheep Creek, related avalanches come later and wind transport is more likely to load than
sublimate. Slopes are more likely to build up a load and produce big slides. Riming is less pronounced. Snowslide Gulch produces large slides and is probably the most frequent-running major
path near the Juneau area road system. It loads on most of the common wind directions. Mt. Roberts Tram weather reports are useful for Gold Creek forecasting.
• Thane Road paths load both on NE Taku type winds and SE storm winds. Snowslide Creek path
loads on both, and is probably the second-most frequent producer of large slides in the Juneau
area, after similarly named Snowslide Gulch in Gold Creek. Even 30 cm thick releases on this steep
bowl can hit the road. Cross Bay Creek path loads heavily on NE winds, and moderately on SE, but
the bench catches all but the largest slides. Middle path needs heavy NE wind loading or heavy
snowfall without wind, the usual SE winds tend to scour it. The other Thane paths need exceptionally heavy snow to threaten the road. While Sheep Creek paths usually clean out early and often,
the Thane paths tend to build up and run as larger slides later in each cycle. Mt. Roberts Tram
weather reports are useful for Thane Road forecasting.
• Douglas Island is substantially wetter and less windy than the Juneau-area mainland. Only the
stronger Taku type winds affect it. Clear-weather low temperatures are higher, though storm temperatures are generally about the same as on the near-saltwater mainland. Douglas Island is Juneau’s most heavily used winter recreation area. The inbounds Eaglecrest snowpack is highly modi28

fied by traffic, and observations there are of value only for forecasting new-snow instability, but Eaglecrest snow reports and weather data are a very good source of higher-elevation observations.
The Douglas Island backcountry ridges are particularly valuable as the only high-elevation field areas near Juneau that can be quickly and reliably reached for snow study. Extrapolation regionwide
from Douglas Island fieldwork is most accurate for events which are relatively uniform over a large
area, such as bonding to rain crust, snow dumps without wind, metamorphic processes, settlement
rates, and storm temperatures. Correlation is weaker when the mainland is affected by winds or
cold Interior air masses.
• The Lynn Canal Highway studies have yielded some information on the northern mainland. The
many steep, high-elevation starting zones and persistently windy conditions result in far more avalanche activity than the Juneau-area paths, even in low-snow winters. Precipitation and temperatures are both lower from Juneau north to Berners Bay. Snowfall is heavy from Lions Head Mountain north to Yeldagalga Creek, slightly lower from there to the Katzehin River, near Haines, and
relatively low from there to Skagway. Clear weather northeasterly winds are strongest from Haines
north, but are strong all along Lynn Canal. Storm winds are southeasterlies, as in Juneau, but generally stronger. Most avalanches observed so far were during southeasterly winds and heavy snow
or thaws, but some activity is triggered by northeasterly wind transport.
• Heliguiding with Alaska Heliskiing has
also revealed some common patterns in
the higher-elevation mountains of northern Southeast Alaska. Snowfall is tremendous, with storm cycles often leaving two to eight meters of fresh snow.
Above 900-1200m (3,000-4,000' ) and
farther from the influence of saltwater,
the snow is usually dry. Depth hoar is
virtually nonexistent on the glacier flats
but is common in the thinner snowpack
of the ridges. Buried near surface facets
are a common weak layer. Weak layers
in large storms are often the unrimed
crystals that fall when there is little wind.
The slabs are made up of broken, rimed,
and windloaded snow layers from the
same storm. Windloading effects are pronounced. Melt-freeze crusts are rare except on sunny aspects in late season, but can occur, and they generally bond poorly with subsequent dry snow. Deep
or persistent instability is somewhat unusual, but was observed in April 1999, when a meter of new
snow on a regionwide faceted melt-freeze crust produced several large human-triggered slab avalanches and two fatalities.
At 33 Mile, north of Haines, heliskiers have found heavy snowfall with much less influence from
coastal thaws and more clear and broken weather than the Juneau and Lynn Canal areas. It is a
transitional climate zone. Closer to the pass, Interior influence is much stronger, with strong winds,
relatively thin snowpack, and lower temperatures. Classic Interior mountain windslab over depth
hoar snowpack is usual near and north of the pass. Haines is much drier than the Juneau area, so
storms that dump considerable amounts in higher elevations near Juneau may sometimes miss the
Haines area, or produce only a little bit of snow. Haines often gets its heaviest snowfalls in storms
that bring rain to low and mid elevations in the warmer Juneau area.
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Glide Cracks and Glide Avalanches
Glide cracks are a prominent special case in some Juneau winters. Glide avalanches, which occur when the gliding blocks suddenly release, are essentially unpredictable. They can occur on
rising, falling, warm, or cold temperatures, and do not respond directly to precipitation. However, several useful observations we
have made are
• Rapid widening of the cracks, and other flow indicators such as
rumpling of the the gliding block, often do shortly precede release. (These characteristics are also observed on slopes which
do not release, though.)
• While many releases show no correlation to weather conditions,
thaws which last for a long time or which are accompanied
heavy rain have led to much higher observed rates of both glide
and fracture.
• In dry snowpack conditions and subfreezing temperatures, temperature has no observable connection to glide avalanche fracture. Nor do minor thaws or subsequent refreezing. But solid refreezing of several feet of snowpack which has thawed during a
long warm spell does appear to halt glide crack activity. Glide
then may resume with the final spring thaw, but is usually not
pronounced, and has not led to observed fractures.
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